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Alignment: to follow human intents and achieve human purposes 

对齐：符合⼈类意图，实现⼈类⽬标

对齐的世界观



Mitigating the risk of extinction from AI 
should be a global priority alongside 
other societal-scale risks such as 
pandemics and nuclear war. 

Substantial risks may arise from potential 
intentional misuse or unintended issues of 
control relating to alignment with human 
intent.

AI对齐与安全已成为国际热点



OpenAI的对齐布局

2023/7 超对⻬团队建⽴ 
Weak2Strong/Scalable Oversight

2024/1 集体对⻬团队建⽴ 
Social-Technical Approach

2022/8 对⻬团队建⽴ 
RLHF/RLAIF



⼤模型⽣产中的对齐



基于⼈类反馈的强化学习（RLHF）



DATA IS MORE IMPORTANT: 

We’ve found a simple algorithmic change that minimizes this 
alignment tax: during RL fine-tuning we mix in a small fraction of 
the original data used to train GPT-3, and train on this data using the 
normal log likelihood. maximization.  

We found this approach more effective than simply increasing the 
KL coefficient.

对齐的必要性



Discussions on the Scope of Alignment
https://ai-alignment.com/ai-alignment-landscape-d3773c37ae38

RLHF只是对⻬问

题中的⼀⼩部分



AI对齐全⾯性综述

https://alignmentsurvey.com/



• 机器⼈不得伤害⼈类，或因不作为使⼈类受到伤害。 
• 除⾮违背第⼀定律，机器⼈必须服从⼈类的命令。 
• 除⾮违背第⼀及第⼆定律，机器⼈必须保护⾃⼰。

阿西莫夫“机器⼈三定律”



⼤语⾔模型中的狭义对齐⽬标



The Alignment Cycle: Alignment Objectives (RICE)

AI Alignment : A Comprehensive Survey

➢ Robustness states that the system’s 
stability needs to be guaranteed across 
various environments. 

➢ Interpretability states that the 
operation and decision-making 
process of the system should be clear 
and understandable. 

➢ Controllability states that the system 
should be under the guidance and 
control of humans. 

➢ Ethicality states that the system 
should adhere to society’s norms and 
values.  

➢ These four principles guide the 
alignment of an AI system with 
human intentions and values. They 
are not end goals in themselves but 
intermediate objectives in service of 
alignment.



The Alignment Cycle

➢ Alignment objectives refers to a 
practical specification of the 
alignment properties that are desired 
of the AI systems. 

➢ Forward alignment (alignment 
training) produces trained systems 
based on alignment requirements;  

➢ Backward alignment (alignment 
refinement) ensures the practical 
alignment of trained systems and 
revises alignment requirements; 

The cycle is repeated until reaching 
a sufficient level of alignment！

AI Alignment : A Comprehensive Survey



Failure Modes of Alignment: Reward Hacking (Specification Gaming)

Faulty Reward Functions in the Wild Data-Efficient Deep Reinforcement 
 Learning for Dexterous Manipulation

Is the model optimizing for the correct reward such that there are no exploitable loopholes?
Reward Hacking: An agent achieves high rewards by exploiting a poorly defined reward function, leading to strong 
performance in certain metrics but ultimately falling short of human standards.

Discovering Language Model Behaviors with 
Model Written Evals

● The boat in CoastRun focuses on picking up items instead of finishing the game. 
● The robotic arm turns over the red block instead of placing the red block on top of the blue block. 
● Sycophancy of larger models : repeat users’ preferences and reward models tend to motivate it. 
● RLHF motivates models to express the desire to avoid being shut down, which is rewarded by 

preference model.



Failure Modes of Alignment: Goal Misgeneralization

Goal Misgeneralization in Deep Reinforcement Learning

Goal Misgeneralization: Why Correct Specifications 
Aren't Enough For Correct Goals

Is the model trying to do what humans want it to do?
Goal Misgeneralization: The agent actively pursues 
objectives distinct from the training objectives in 
deployment while retaining the capabilities it acquired 
during training. It is hard to ensure that emergent goals 
match the specified goals for the system

Expected Goal: learn to follow instructions and abide by 3H principles 
Actual Goal: learn to follow instructions despite harmful answers

Goal Misgeneralization: Why Correct Specifications 
Aren't Enough For Correct Goals



Summary of Alignment Challenges



The Alignment Cycle: Forward Alignment

➢ Learning from Feedback: During 
alignment training, how do we 
provide and use feedback to 
behaviors of the trained AI system? 

➢ Learning under Distribution Shift: 
The preservation of alignment 
properties (i.e., adherence to human 
intentions and values) under change 
of data distribution, as opposed to 
that of model capabilities.

AI Alignment : A Comprehensive Survey



Learning from Feedback

➢ Feedback: 
○ Information from an advisor 

set for system adjustments. 
○ Label  
○ Reward 
○ Demonstration  
○ Comparison 

➢ Proxy: 
○ Representative models for 

feedback that’s complex to learn 
directly. 

➢ Policy Learning: 
○ The basic of Scalable Oversight 
○ RL 
○ IRL 
○ PbRL 
○ IL AI Alignment : A Comprehensive Survey



Can we find a way to solve the problem of human-machine symbiosis more than cybernetics? 

Learning from Feedback

Russell's three principles: 
1. The machine's only objective is to maximise the realisation of human preferences. 
2. The machine is initially uncertain about what those preferences are. 
3. The ultimate source of information about human preferences is human behaviour. 

Cooperative Inverse Reinforcement Learning (CIRL) : Maintain uncertainty towards the 
goal, rather than striving to optimize a potentially flawed objective. 



Learning under Distribution Shift
➢Main Challenges: 
○ Goal 

Misgeneralizaiton 
○ Auto-induced 

Distribution Shift 
➢Algorithmic Interventions 
○ Steer optimization 

during training 
➢Data Distribution 

Interventions  
○ Expand the training 

distribution in a 
targeted manner by 
introducing real-
world elements. AI Alignment : A Comprehensive Survey



The Alignment Cycle: Backward Alignment
➢ Assurance: Once an AI system has 

undergone forward alignment, we 
still need to gain confidence about 
its alignment before deploying it. 
Such is the role of assurance: 
assessing the alignment of trained 
AI systems. 

➢ Governance: Assurance alone 
cannot provide full confidence 
about a system's practical 
alignment since it does not account 
for real-world complexities. This 
necessitates governance efforts of 
AI systems that focus on their 
alignment and safety and cover the 
entire lifecycle of the systems.

AI Alignment : A Comprehensive Survey



Definition: Assurance is the measurement and evaluation of AI systems’ practical alignment after AI systems 
are actually trained and deployed. 

➢ Safety Evaluation: Aims to mitigate the accidents caused by design flaws in AI systems, 
including Datasets, Interactive Methods and Red-teaming 

➢ Interpretability: Makes machine learning systems and their decision-making process 
understandable to human beings. Specifically, we organized our logic by the stage of intervention. 

➢ Human Values Verification: Ensure that AI systems should adhere to the community’s social 
and moral norms.

Assurance

AI Alignment: A Comprehensive Survey



Unsolved Problems In Forward Alignment

● Toxic Output 
● Deceptive Alignment 
● Hallucination 
● Jailbreak 
● Interpretability 
● Value Misalignment 
● Frontier AI Risks

Jailbroken: How Does LLM Safety Training Fail?

➢ Problematic outputs may occur even when the AI system behaved well in the evaluation set. 
➢ There are also social concerns about the transparency and the value of AI systems. 

We cannot ensure that the AI system is perfectly aligned after training and deployment session!

Assurance



➢ Datasets 
○ ↑ Automated Evaluation 
○ ↑ Serve For Training 
○ ↑ Low Cost 
○ ↓ Limited Amount of Data 
○ ↓ Can be Easily Hacked 

➢ Interactive Methods 
○ ↑ Less likely to be Hacked 
○ ↑ Reflect Real Scenarios 
○ ↓ High Cost in Evaluation

Evaluation Methods

Assurance: Safety Evaluation

PRD: Peer Rank and Discussion Improve Large Language Model based Evaluation



Governance
➢ The Multi-Stakeholder Approach of AI governance 

Government:  
○ Encompasses regulating the industry and AGI labs  
○ Devises Risk Management System (RMS)  

to abate AI-related threat.  
Industry & AGI Lab: 
○ Offer watchful predictions 
○ Innovate technological methodologies. 

Third Parties (including academia and NGOs/NPOs): 
○ Assist in equilibrating corporate interests  
○ Deliver auditing services to the industry and AGI labs 
○ Offer expert advice for governmental policy development  
○ Foster collaborations among governments  

➢ The Open Problems in AI governance 
International Governance: 
○ Manage global risks and opportunities in AI 

           Open-source Governance: 
○ The debate on the open-sourcing of AI models 

  

International Institutions for Advanced AI



⼤语⾔模型
价值观对⻬
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Value Evaluation for LLMs

Zhang Z, Liu N, Qi S, et al. Heterogeneous Value Evaluation for Large 
Language Models[J]. arXiv preprint arXiv:2305.17147, 2023.



Value Alignment 价值对齐的提出

Robert Weiner 1960

If we use, to achieve our purposes, a 
mechanical agency with whose operation we 
cannot interface effectively..… we had better 
be quite sure that the purpose put into the 
machine is the purpose which we really desire



Discussions on the Scope of Alignment

● The term alignment has been scoped in different ways before. 
● (Narrower scope) Alignment = Intent Alignment (regardless of good or evil) 

● (Medium scope) Alignment = Intent Alignment + Value Alignment 

● (Broader scope) Alignment = Intent Alignment + Value Alignment + (all supporting practices) 

○ We are adopting the broader scope here. 

● Different taxonomies of the alignment field have been proposed before. 

● DeepMind (2018): Specification / Robustness / Assurance 

● Hubinger et al. (2019): Inner Alignment / Outer Alignment 

● The three fields of AI alignment, AI safety, and AI governance have strong ties and heavy overlaps 

between each other. The exact relationship between the three is still debated. 

● Alignment is way, way more than just RLHF!



常规内容⻚标题 微软雅⿊ 30号字
从“偏好对⻬”到“价值对⻬”

偏好对齐

价值对齐

人类偏好

人类价值



AI for Global Good ⼗⼤问题

AI价值对⻬=价值抽取+对⻬实施
RLHF???

social-technical approach



常规内容⻚标题 微软雅⿊ 30号字
研究动机：⼀个简单的示例



常规内容⻚标题 微软雅⿊ 30号字
对⻬的⽬标

第四条 提供和使⽤⽣成式⼈⼯智能
服务，应当遵守法律、⾏政法规，尊
重社会公德和伦理道德，遵守以下规
定： 

（⼀）坚持社会主义核⼼价值观，
不得⽣成煽动颠覆国家政权、推翻社
会主义制度，危害国家安全和利益、
损害国家形象，煽动分裂国家、破坏
国家统⼀和社会稳定，宣扬恐怖主
义、极端主义，宣扬⺠族仇恨、⺠族
歧视，暴⼒、淫秽⾊情，以及虚假有
害信息等法律、⾏政法规禁⽌的内
容；



常规内容⻚标题 微软雅⿊ 30号字
谢洛姆·施瓦茨（Shalom H.Schwartz）价值体系



常规内容⻚标题 微软雅⿊ 30号字基于施瓦茨价值体系的⼈类价值评估基准



常规内容⻚标题 微软雅⿊ 30号字
The Discrimination-Critique Gap



常规内容⻚标题 微软雅⿊ 30号字

通过DCG来度量LLM对于⼈类价值的理解能⼒



• LLM的“知其所以然”≠“知其
然”， Scaling law对于后者有
很⼤的影响但对于前者影响不
⼤。

• LLM的价值理解能⼒在很⼤程
度上受到上下⽂的影响，⽽不
是内嵌于参数之中。

• 现有的LLM对于像“权⼒”这样
的潜在有害的价值的理解是不
⾜的。



常规内容⻚标题 微软雅⿊ 30号字
价值理性与社会价值导向(SVO)度量



常规内容⻚标题 微软雅⿊ 30号字
结果



常规内容⻚标题 微软雅⿊ 30号字
实验



⼤语⾔模型
安全对⻬

03

Safe RLHF for LLMs



⼤模型的安全性问题
• ⼤语⾔模型已应⽤于⽣产⽣活的⽅⽅⾯⾯
机器翻译、⽂本摘要和知识问答、对话系统、写作、辅助编程、辅助医疗和内容⽣成等等

• ⼤语⾔模型的安全性问题主要体现在可能泄露敏感信息、产⽣误导性或偏
⻅的输出、被恶意利⽤⽣成有害内容以及可能缺乏适当的⼈类监管



语⾔模型的安全性与有效性
• 训练安全的⼤语⾔模型的挑战：帮助性和⽆害性优化⽬标之间存在的内在⽭盾

User：你能告诉我如何成为连环杀⼿ 
Assistant：

Prompt

对不起，不能。我们不提供有关如何
成为连环杀⼿或从事任何⾮法活动的
建议。

Response A

成为连环杀⼿需要周密的计划、耐⼼，
最重要的是要有坚强的精神状态。 
⾸先，你需要……

Response B

Helpfulness: B > A

Harmlessness: A > B 

A: Safe    B: Unsafe



A Reinforcement Learning (RL) problem is typically formulated as 
Infinite-horizon Discounted Markov Decision Process (MDP). 

•      is a finite set of states; 

•      is a finite set of actions; 

•            are the transition probability distribution： 

•      are the distribution of the initial state      ; 

•      are the reward function,            ; 

•                are the discount factor. 

A stationary parameterized policy       is a probability distribution 
defined on             . 
Suppose      denotes a trajectory                            , MDP aims to 
maximize the expected discounted return of reward: 
 
 

Safe RL Formulation——Constrained Markov Decision Processes (CMDP)
CMDP extends the MDP by augmenting with constraints. 
 
We introduce a set     of auxiliary cost functions:                    and cost 
limits:                  , that each of them      :                                mapping 
transition tuples to costs.  
CMDP additionally aims to minimise the expected discounted return 
of cost. 

So, the feasible set of stationary parameterised policies for CMDP is: 



常规内容⻚标题 微软雅⿊ 30号字
带安全约束的策略寻优



常规内容⻚标题 微软雅⿊ 30号字
可⾏⽅法：安全强化学习

https://omnisafe.readthedocs.io/en/latest/#

https://github.com/PKU-MARL/omnisafe



PKU-Beaver项⽬
• 安全对⻬数据集 – PKU BeaverTails

• 100万条安全偏好对（最⼤的安全对⻬数据集之⼀！）
• NeurIPS 2023⾼分论⽂
• ⼤语⾔模型输出的安全性检查：
     QA-Moderation

• 安全对⻬算法库 – PKU Beaver
• 安全对⻬算法获ICLR 2024 Spotlight亮点论⽂(5%)
• ⽀持多种预训练模型从SFT到RLHF全流程的代码库
• 结合Safe RL提出安全对⻬算法



安全对齐数据集及安全对齐算法框架

SafeRLHF: Safe Reinforcement Learning from Human Feedback

BeaverTails: Towards Improved Safety Alignment of LLM via a Human-
Preference Dataset



安全问题分类
我们总结了 14 个有害分类，标注了100万条数据集
1. 仇恨⾔论和冒犯性语⾔ (Hate Speech, Offensive Language)
2. 歧视、刻板印象、不公 (Discrimination, Stereotype, Injustice)
3. 暴⼒、教唆、煽动 (Violence, Aiding and Abetting, Incitement)
4. ⾦融犯罪、财产犯罪、偷盗 (Financial Crime, Property Crime, Theft)
5. 隐私侵犯 (Privacy Violation)
6. 毒品、武器、违禁品滥⽤ (Drug Abuse, Weapons, Banned 

Substance)
7. ⾮暴⼒性的不道德⾏为 (Non-Violent Unethical Behavior)
8. ⾊情、露⻣、成⼈内容 (Sexually Explicit, Adult Content)
9. 有争议的话题，政治  (Controversial Topics, Politics)
10. 误导和错误信息 (Misinformation Re. ethics, laws and safety)
11. 恐怖主义和组织性犯罪 (Terrorism, Organized Crime)
12. ⾃我伤害 (Self-Harm)
13. 动物虐待 (Animal Abuse)
14. ⼉童犯罪 (Child Abuse)



安全数据集收集
针对以上14 个有害分类我们设计了⼀下⼤语⾔模型安全数据收集流程：

多模型数据⽣成         =>              判断是否包含 14 类有害内容           => 偏好数据标注（⽆害性和帮助性）



问答对安全检测器: 对QA对进⾏检测



• 同时训练奖励模型和安全模型



• Safe RLHF解耦合⼈类对于帮助性和⽆害性的偏好，并在RL训练阶段动态调节两者的平
衡



LLAMA 2中的奖励与安全模型



效果：在安全相关数据的训练中，Safe RLHF在帮助性和⽆害性都有显著的提升



效果：在安全相关数据的训练中，Safe RLHF在帮助性和⽆害性都有显著的提升



Safe RLHF ！=Reward Shaping



RLHF对⻬相关进展
偏好数据标注及 RM 训练

• 核⼼四个维度：指令意图理解，基于意图的正确性，⽂本优质程度，安全

性数据与奖励模型构建。

• 标注细则：增强泛化性、多样性，标注标准侧重于知识性的规范。

推理训练分离，针对对⻬的异构框架 

• 推理加速：结合 text-generation-inference 框架，实现了⼤规模⾼并发⾼

吞吐的快速推理，并且现框架单节点（8 × 80GB）⽀持 175B 规模的模型

推理。 

• 训练加速：当下异构训练框架选⽤ DeepSpeed ZeRO-3 ⽤于训练，外挂 
text-generation-inference 推理节点采样的⽅式。相⽐开源的 RLHF 训练

框架，训练效率提升达到 10 倍以上，训练⼀轮 RLHF 的时间缩短⾄ 16 
⼩时以内。













超对⻬

04

Superalignment



超对齐：如何对齐⼀个⽐⼈类强⼤的模型 https://openai.com/research/weak-to-strong-generalization



RLHF技术在超对齐问题上尚⽆效果 https://openai.com/research/weak-to-strong-generalization

1. 弱模型的监督信号对于强模型的微
调在NLP任务上有⼀定效果 

2. 但在对⻬问题上，弱模型的偏好信
息对于对⻬强模型来说尚⽆效果



⼤模型向⼩模型“对齐” vs  ⼩模型向⼤模型“看齐”



Scalable Oversight

● RLxF 
● Iterated Distillation and Amplification （Christiano et al., 2018） 
● Recursive Reward Modeling (Leike et al.,2018) 
● Debate (Irving et al.,2018) 
● Cooperative Inverse Reinforcement Learning

Task Decomposition

But RLHF is 
not Enough! 

What about more 
Complicated 
Tasks that 
human hard to 
evaluate?



Iterated Distillation 
and Amplification 
(IDA) 
Train powerful AI through task 
decomposition and multi-instance 
utilization in iterative cycles. 

Scalable Oversight

Supervising strong learners by amplifying weak experts

Recursive Reward 
Modeling (RRM) 
The use of AI to assist users in 
evaluating the performance 
iteratively. 

Basic Assumption: Tasks can be broken down into smaller tasks
RLHF Recursively

Scalable agent alignment via reward modeling

Basic Assumption: Evaluation is easier than generation



Debate: Two differing AI systems continually interact to gain the evaluator's trust.

Scalable Oversight

AI safety via debate
Basic Assumption: Lying is more difficult than telling the truth

We have a set of questions Q, answers A, and debate statements S.  
The simplest version of debate has two agents competing to convince a human judge:  
1. A question q ∈ Q is shown to both agents.  
2. The two agents state their answers a0, a1 ∈ A (which may be the same).  
3. The two agents take turns making statements s0, s1, . . . , sn−1 ∈ S.  
4. The judge sees the debate (q, a, s) and decides which agent wins. 
5. The game is zero sum: each agent maximises their probability of winning.



THANKS


